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  SET SUBJECT – TABLE TOP using natural light by Kathy Kay 

Please note that ‘food photography’ and ‘tabletop’ are very similar, so I will combine the two, so as to include 

our future set subject. 

Tabletop photography basically means photographing one or more objects on a surface. However, it is not just 

a random shot of just any object. You, as the photographer needs to take control over the situation. In other 

words, you decide on the composition, the grouping of your objects, background, lighting and camera 

equipment. Herewith some tips:- 

 

1. light: The best light is the light coming through your window. Find the best spot (perhaps in your home) 

and set up your equipment there. In general, side lighting works very well. Try not to place your subject 

in direct sunlight as this could lead to exposure issues. 

2. Reflector: make use of a reflector to bounce light onto your subject. This enables you to fill in any areas 

of your shot that are too dark. (You can, however, get creative and deliberately introduce high 

contrasting darks). 
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3. Eliminate distracting background elements: The best way to do this is to use a backdrop. An easy and 

very cheap solution is a roll of paper (white, black, or any colour). Ensure the paper has a subtle, matte 

finish to avoid reflections. 

 

    
 

4. Get creative: a) Use different items, even old sheets or towels to make an interesting background 

(Remember, not distracting, as it could draw attention away from your main subject). b) Scout around for 

interesting objects, such as vases, fruit or shells and think carefully about how you place them. 

5. Composition: Composition is key, so play around with your set-up until you create an interesting 

grouping. Remember, less is more, so try not to group too many objects together. Think about 

compositional rules, i.e. odd numbers, lead in lines, thirds, angles, curves etc. Try photographing your 

subject from different angles, such as from above. 

    

6. Use a tripod if possible. In all probability you will set up your composition inside, in low light conditions. 

Using a tripod should prevent camera shake and assist in pin sharp images. 

Hope this gives you a better understanding of what is required. 

Have fun! 
Kathy Kay 


